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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Social media is an internet based communication 

tool that empowers people to share information. To 

understand better the term social media, social 

indicates associating with people and spending time 

in order to develop their relationships whereas 

media indicates tool for communication such as 

internet, TV, radio, newspaper etc. here our focus is 

internet. So social media can be stated as, an 

electronic platform for socializing people. Some 

example of social media sites are Facebook, Twitter, 

Youtube, LinkedIn, Digg etc. Initially people 

involved in social media to associate with their 

friends and lost friends, gradually they improved to 

the status of updating and consuming any 

information on social media, these led to vast 

generation of user data which could be further 

processed for future development [1]. 

 

In social media millions of people share their 

ideas, views, reviews, ratings on various events, 

topics, organizations, business products where these 

information can be further analyzed in order to 

extract the useful information where it can be used 

to draw the useful conclusions and suggestions for 

future implementations and developments. In the 

recent past opinion mining and sentiment analysis 

gained a vast scope in the field of web data mining. 

The fast growth of online user generated contents in  

 

blogs, wikis and web forums lead to the era of 

processing to derive important information. Due to 

the huge data production from the online social 

networking users. Expansion of internet and 

extensive use of internet for information retrieval [2] 

has also contributed to the changes. The user 

contribution is the chief value driver in most of the 

Web 2.0 social networking applications [3]. 

 

Social media mining is acquiring useful insights 

from the user messages on the user media sites.  

Social media mining is the trending research topics 

where many researchers focus, due to the 

advancement of number of users in social media 

sites, the sentiments of the users are easily predicted 

via their likes, share, and clicks. Determining the 

sentiments such as positive and negative plays a 

vital role in determining the demand for a product, 

celebrity or reviews. The eWOM (electronic word 

of mouth) statements conveyed on the web are 

more prevalent in service industry and business to 

empower customer to share their point of view [4]. 

 

According to [5] Sentiment analysis is the branch 

of study involved in analyzing people’s sentiments, 

opinions, appraisals, evaluations, attitudes and 

emotions towards services, products, organizations, 

issues, individuals, and topics. In other words 

sentiment analysis and opinion mining is an 

exercise of analyzing peoples’ opinions or 

sentiments from the textual data [6]. On the other 

hand business wanted to know about the public 
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opinions and consumers wanted to know about the 

products and services of the existing users opinions 

[7].  ‘What other people think’ has been an major 

piece of information for most of the domains during 

the decision-making process [8]. Sentiment analysis 

extents the innumerous research challenges and 

promises useful insights to the interested 

individuals [9]. Sentiment analysis is a growing 

area of NLP [10]. According to Daiyan [11] the 

elevate in opinion mining research is due to the 

advancement of machine learning and NLP and 

information retrieval, realization of intellectual 

challenges. Sentiment analysis and opinion mining 

can be effectuated in three different levels: aspect 

level, sentence level and document level [12]. The 

approach in opinion mining has three main stages, 

such Opinion Retrieval, Opinion Classification and 

Opinion Summarization [13]. Some of the 

applications of sentiment analysis are finding out 

the reviews such as movies, products., and context 

sensitive information detection, spam detection, 

knowing consumer attitudes and trends [14]. 
 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 Twitter is one of the popular microblogging 

service where users generate their status messages 

known as tweets [15]. The microblogs messages are 

short, simple and interactive [16]. By default twitter 

messages are public and come in large size with 

high rate [17].  Social networks sites and blogs are 

valuable resources for sentiments mining [18]. 

Many firms are interested in twitter data for 

acquiring the people’s opinion [19]. Data extraction 

is one of the challenges faced by the researchers 

and organizations despite the software tools 

availability.  Web based sentiment analysis focus 

on single tweet analysis only posing restrictions on 

mass sentiment analysis [20]. Sentiment analysis is 

difficult with the use of informal language usages 

such as slangs and other shortcuts in the words [20]. 

Interrogative sentences, sarcastic, sentiment without 

sentiment words, conditional sentences and spam 

reviews also raised challenges regarding the 

sentiment analysis [21]. 

OBJECTIVE 

   The objective of this paper is to analyze the 

twitterer sentiments on bengaluru traffic through R 

programming language and plot the chart to 

represent the data comprehended.  Data from the 

twitter is extracted through R Studio via Twitter 

app over the network, and then the data is processed 

and cleaned for the analysis. Finally sentiment 

analysis is performed on the obtained data. 

 
RELATED WORK 
 
    Vibhor Singh et al [22]  presented the research 

work in Opinion Mining and Analysis of Movie 

Reviews. They focused on sentiment analysis on 

texts via manually defined dictionary for negative, 

positive and intensifier words. Data was collected 

from three different sources such as twitter, third 

party website and their website. Data was stored in 

text file and compared via dictionary based 

algorithm with predefined semantic orientation and 

sentiments were obtained for a positive and 

negative for a particular movie and rating were 

generated based on trained data sets via three 

machine learning algorithms such as decision tree, 

k nearest neighbors, and naïve bayes. According to 

their research naïve bayes gives the best accurate 

results and tabulated as 54.10% and other methods 

such as decision tree 44.26% and k nearest 

neighbors as 50.28%. Accuracy calculated with the 

below measure. 

 

Accuracy: Close to the standard value = (TP+TN)/ 

(TP+TN+FP+FN) 

 

Where as  

TP stands for True positive weighted that is a rating 

which is predicted as positive which is really 

positive. 

TN stands for True negative weighted that is a 

rating which is predicted as negative which is really 

negative. 

FP stands for False positive weighted that is a rating 

which is predicted as positive which is really 

negative. 

FN stands for False Negative weighted that is a 

rating which is predicted as negative which is really 

positive. 
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Sanket Patil et al [23] worked on Data 

preprocessing, Sentiment Analysis & NER on 

Twitter Data, in their paper they focused on data 

preprocessing such as stop word removal, special 

characters and slang words and processed data is 

analyzed through sentiment analysis model via 

Name entity recognition(NER). The name entity 

recognition separates the data in appropriate entity 

category, such as location, name, and organization. 

Finally the tweets are classified as positive, 

negative and neutral. 

 

Peiman Barnaghi et al [24] contributed significant 

work on Opinion mining and sentiment polarity on 

twitter and correlation between events and 

sentiment, their focal point was to collect the data 

from twitter streaming API, preprocess the data and 

apply two types of methods to find the sentiments 

of the tweets. One method was manually label 

tagging as positive and negative, and extracting the 

features to unigram, bigram, term frequency – 

inverse document, then applying the sentiment 

polarity classifier through which building a trained 

model and obtaining the sentiments. The other 

method was tweets selection via keyword search 

then building a trained model and obtaining 

sentiments. The trained model was based on 

Bayesian logistic regression classification method. 

FIFA world cup 2014 was their topic of interest. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The data from twitter is collected through the 

twitter APP online via statistical package R Studio 

which is effective, fast and powerful tool for data, 

and text processing. The collected data is 

preprocessed.  Preprocessing of data involves 

detaching noise such as user mentions, URLs, 

punctuations, hashtags, controls and special 

characters [25]. 

Then simple naïve bayes algorithm is applied in 

order to compute the sentiment of the tweets with 

the help of opinion lexicon English obtained from 

github. Each tweet will be compared with the 

opinion lexicon English both positive and negative 

words, the positive words are assigned with +1, +2 

and so on sign and negative sentiments are assigned 

with -1,-2 and so on. The neutral words are 

assigned with 0 value. Neutral words are those 

tweets that does not imply anything on the 

bengaluru traffic sentiments but irrelevant. 

 
The below figure 1 shows the illustration of positive, 

negative and neutral tweets 

 

Figure1: positive, negative and neutral tweets 
 

 
 
Figure2: sentiment analysis of bengaluru traffic 

 
 
The figure 2 shows the flow of various steps involved in 

this research paper 

 

NAÏVE BAYES 
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Naïve bayes is simple probabilistic classifier 

which has strong conditional independence 

assumption for optimal classifying classes with 

highly dependent features. Positive words, negative 

words and tweets from the twitter classes are 

calculated using probability based on the bayes 

theorem. In spite of this method being simple 

probabilistic classifier it has produced remarkable 

results. 

 

The figure 3 shows the naïve bayes classifier in R 

studio 
 
Figure 3: Naïve bayes classifier code 

 
Figure 4: Scores of the tweets 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
R Studio is open source and free integrated 

development environment. The article provides the 

sentiments of twitterer through simple naïve bayes 

algorithm in R programming on bengaluru city 

traffic. In the figure 4 it is evident that many of the 

twitterers are unhappy about the bengaluru traffic as 

the scores in the negative values are more. The zero 

score are indicates they are normal tweets without 

expressing any sentiments. It is found that R for 

twitter data analysis serves as effective tool. The 

future scope for this study would be comparing the 

different machine learning algorithms for the twitter 

data analysis. 
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